Linear programming analysis of VA/Q distributions: limits on central moments.
Linear programming examines the boundaries of infinite sets. We used this method with the multiple-inert gas-elimination technique to examine the central moments and arterial blood gases of the infinite family of ventilation perfusion (VA/Q) distributions that are compatible with a measured inert gas-retention set. A linear program was applied with Monte-Carlo error simulation to theoretical retention data, and 95% confidence intervals were constructed for the first three moments (mean, dispersion, and skew) and the arterial PO2 and PCO2 of all compatible blood flow distributions. Six typical cases were studied. Results demonstrate narrow confidence intervals for both the lower moments and predicted arterial blood gases of all test cases, which widen as moment number or error increase. We conclude that the blood gas composition and basic structure of all compatible VA/Q distributions are tightly constrained and that even subtle changes in this structure, as may occur experimentally, can be identified.